Let M be a ternary matroid, t(M,x,y) be its Tutte polynomial and d(M) be the dimension of the bicycle space of any representation of M over GF(3) .
Introduction
The initial motivation for the present work was a discussion with Tom Brylawski (London, July 1987). He pointed out that, since all representations of a matroid M over F (where F is GF (2) or GF(3) ) are essentially equivalent (see [2] ), the dimension of the bicycle space (the intersection of the cycle and cocycle spaces) of any such representation depends only on M. Let us denote (when M is representable over F) this dimension by d(M,F). When F is GF(2), d(M ,F) can be obtained from the Tutte polynomial t(M,x,y) of M. More precisely, if M is a binary matroid on the set E, t(M, -1, -1) = (-l)|£|(-2)</(A/GF(2))(this is proved in [8, Theorem 9.1] for graphic matroids, and the extension of the proof to arbitrary binary matroids is immediate). Brylawski asked whether a similar formula existed for d(M, GF (3)). The present paper gives a positive answer to this question. The essential clue in this research was the realization that a knot-theoretic result of Lickorish and Millett [6, Theorem 3] , restricted to alternating links, gives the solution of Brylawski's question for cycle matroids of plane graphs. This result relates the Jones polynomial VL(t) of a link L evaluated at t -ein to the dimension of the GF(3)-homology HX(DL, GF(3)) of the double cyclic cover of S branched along L. For alternating links, the Jones polynomial is closely related to the Tutte polynomial of an associated plane graph G (see for instance [5] , [9] ), and (using an appropriate presentation matrix) one can also interpret HX(DL, GF(3)) as the bicycle space of G over GF (3) . In fact it can be checked that the restriction of our main result to cycle matroids of plane graphs is equivalent to the restriction of the Lickorish-Millett result to alternating links. A detailed account of this connection between the two results, whose proofs are entirely different, is beyong the scope of the present paper.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we work in the context of spaces over GF (3) and no matroid-theoretic knowledge is required. We introduce the principal quadripartition of a ternary space and use it to study the modification of the bicycle dimension under deletion and contraction of elements. Then we relate the bicycle dimension of a ternary space to a special value of its weight enumerator. Section 3 reformulates the previous results in matroid-theoretic terms, using Greene's formula [4] which relates the weight enumerator of a space to the Tutte polynomial of the associated matroid. Finally some concluding remarks are presented in Section 4.
Bicycle dimension and weight enumeration
in ternary spaces 2.1 Definitions, notations. Let £ be a finite nonempty set. The set GF(3) of mappings from E to GF(3) is endowed with its canonical structure of vector space over GF (3) . For every mapping C in GF(3)£ the support of C, denoted by S(C), is the set of elements e of E such that C(e) ^ 0. We shall denote \S(C)\ by s(C). For every element e of E we denote by e_ the mapping from E to GF(3) which takes the value 1 on e and the value 0 on E -{e} . For C and K in GF(3)£ we write (C,K) = J2e€E C(e)K(e), and C,K are said to be orthogonal if (€', K) = 0.
We call ternary space on E, or more simply in this section space on E, any subspace of GF(3) . For any space W on E, we denote by & the space on E formed by the elements of GF(3) orthogonal to all elements of W, by &(%) the space fnf1 on E and by d(W) the dimension of &(W), which we call the bicycle dimension of W. A loop of W is an element e of E such that e_ e W, and a coloop of W is a loop of W . For \E\ > 2 and e in E, we denote by W -e the space {C ■ e/C e W, C(e) = 0} on E -{e} and by W • e the space {C • e/C &W) on E -{e} , where C • e denotes the restriction of C to E -{e} . Then it is easy to check that (W -e) = W ■ e and (W ■ e) = & -e . In the sequel whenever the notations & -e and W ■ e are used it is implicitly assumed that |is| > 2.
2.2 The principal quadripartition and bicycle dimension. Let E be a finite nonempty set and W be a space on E. The following result is analogous to the tripartition theorem given in [8, Theorem 2.1] for binary cycle spaces of graphs (and it can obviously be extended to spaces over any finite field). {K-e/Ke^^ ,(K-ef G ^} , where (K-ef is the mapping from E to GF (3) which coincides with K ■ e on E -{e} and takes the value Oon e. Clearly &{W) -e = {B ■ e/B e ^X , B e ^, B(e) = 0} is a subspace of 3Si& -e). An element of &{& -e) -(^(W) -e) is of the form K ■ e for some K e (ê'± with (K ■ e)A e t and K(e) / 0. Since e_ = K(e)K -K(e)(K ■ e)A , e must then be of type (2b) with respect to W.
Thus if e is not of type (2b), SBi& -e) = 3SI&) -e . Hence d{W -e) = , so that j = 1 and I + j + j -0. To every space W on the finite nonempty set E we associate the complex number fiW) = J2ce^ J » wmcn is trie evaluation at y = j of the weight enumerator Wr(y) of ^ considered as a linear code (see [7, Chapter 5] ). 
) Ife is of type ( 1 ) with respect to %, f(W) = (j -j2)f(W ■ e). (2a) Ife is of type (2a) with respect to &, f(<&) = ((j -j2)/3)f(W -e). (2c) Ife is of type (2c) with respect to <g, f(W) = -f(W • e).
Proof. Let Z be an element of fê with Z(e) ^ 0 (which exists since e is not of type (2b) and hence not a coloop), Z be the space generated by Z , and St be the hyperplane orthogonal to e. 
Bicycle dimension and Tutte polynomials
Now we need some basic notions of matroid theory which can be found in [12] . Let E be a finite nonempty set, ? be a subspace of GF(^r) and S(W) be the set of supports of elements of ? (the definitions and notations are the same as those at the beginning of Section 2). The elements of S(W)-{0} which are minimal by inclusion form the circuits of a matroid on E which we denote by M (?). Then ? is the cycle space of an appropriate representation R of M(?) over GE(q), ?± is the cocycle space of R and M(?) and M(WL) are dual matroids. The vector space ? n ?~L is usually called the bicycle space of the representation R. A matroid is said to be ternary if it is of the form M(?) for some ternary space ? .
Let M be a matroid on E with rank-function r. The Tutte polynomial of M (first introduced for graphic matroids in [10] , [11] and then for matroids in [1] and [3] ) is the polynomial t(M,x,y) in two variables x,y defined by The following formula is due to Greene [4] . We shall provide a short proof for the sake of completeness. ( In fact we may define a signature mapping e from the class of all ternary matroids to {1,-1}
by setting e(M(W)) = e(?) for every ternary space ? (the consistency of this definition follows from Proposition 8). We can also define the quadripartition of M as follows: the type of the element e is (2a) if it is a loop, (2b) if it is a coloop, and otherwise depends on the values of the invariant d on M, M -e and M • e as specified in Proposition 2. Proof. Noting that t(M,j ,j ) and t(M* ,j ,j ) are complex conjugates, we easily deduce (i) from Proposition 8. Statement (ii) is just a reformulation of Proposition 5. Finally (iii) is easily obtained from (ii) by duality, using (i) and Proposition 2. G It is not difficult to see that Proposition 8 follows by induction (using the recursive definition of the Tutte polynomial given in Section 3) from Proposition 9. Our proof of the existence of a signature e satisfying Proposition 9 uses the weight enumerator /. It would be interesting to have a more direct proof, either by showing the consistency of (i), (ii), (iii) considered as axioms, or by finding a simpler interpretation of e .
Finally we note that a simple necessary condition for a matroid M to be ternary is that the modulus of t(M,j,j ) be of the form (\/3) for some integer d with 0 < d < min{r(M) ,r(M*)} , where r denotes rank.
